
BAD COPY EDITING SERVICES

John Druga is a copy editor with more than 30 years of experience. He offers proofreading and copy editing services to
authors and business owners.

Once line editors have reviewed a manuscript a couple of times, they will quite often revisit it to examine the
formatting. Using a proofreader is extremely important because, despite your best efforts, it is very difficult to
thoroughly check a document for errors yourself. Businesses use copy editors to ensure that they are delivering
a clear, consistent message to all of their customers and prospects. The editing process is when you determine
whether you are able to convey your message effectively to the readers. A missed comma or period can disrupt
the flow of your writing and pull the reader back from whatever point you are trying to make. Substantive
editing will often involve the editor restructuring, rewriting or paraphrasing elements of the manuscript. A
good copy editor will have well-written, clearly constructed samples showcasing their abilities as editors. Get
your copy edit directly before formatting. Editing is focused on the structure itself â€” transition of
paragraphs, unity and coherence â€” while proofreading is more on stylistics matters such as spelling or
punctuation errors, spacing and format. When line editing, proofreaders will conduct a more detailed review of
your document and will literally go through the manuscript line by line. Our editors will generally start the
editing process with a substantive pass through the entire manuscript. The editor who deliberately lowballs
bids to get jobs is usually not going to be the one for you. However, we would much rather SHOW you what
editing level is best by providing a professional evaluation and free editing sample of your writing. They will
often read what they think they wrote instead of what is actually on the paper. They will add information,
where necessary, and will delete anything that they feel is unsuitable or detracts from the message of the
document. Because they have not seen your document before, they can bring a fresh, sharp perspective to
analyze each and every word, line, and phrase. This edit will include improved word choice and readability,
consistent tone, eliminate repetitive, redundant and awkward phrasing, consistent language to appeal to
demographic readers and potential publishers. As well as consistency for style, topic order how the entire
manuscript is structured and correct grammar. Some types of documents, such as legal manuscripts,
dissertations, educational publications, etc. She obviously was very diligent with my manuscript and I cannot
thank her enough. With a basic copy edit your writing is free from spelling, grammar and punctuation errors
while ensuring consistency. Less is more. Our copy editing service is provided by experienced professional
copy editors specializing in your specific genre and writing style. Your copy editor also determines that the
specific details, names, dates, and locations within your writing are consistent. They will check the overall
structure of the document, correct any immediately obvious sentence issues and ensure that the manuscript
flows logically.


